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Exhibition Capitalizing on Justice opens the week of June 3rd and is up until August 17th 
at the RAMP Gallery, 821 Riverside Dr. Asheville, NC. 

 
 
     Over the last 40 years, incarceration has grown into an $80 billion industry -- one that 
depends on the human caging of 2.3 million people to extract wealth and resources from 
the economically-distressed, and disproportionately black and brown communities 
unjustly targeted by our criminal legal system. Companies like Securus and Union 
Supply charge spouses $3.95 to listen to a voicemail from their partners and mothers 
$4.15 to deposit $10 on the commissary accounts of their children.  
 
     Incarcerated people know best that profits in the prison industry are directly linked to 
suffering. Often, however, words fall short in conveying the harms that commercialization 
inflicts.  
 
     Worth Rises is a non-profit advocacy organization dedicated to dismantling 
the prison industrial complex and ending the exploitation of those it touches. 
Partnering extensively and deliberately with directly impacted people, we work to 
expose the commercialization of the criminal legal system and advocate and 
organize to protect and return the resources extracted from affected communities. 
Through our work, we strive to help pave the road toward police and prison 
abolition. Our recent work has contributed to meaningful change, sparing 
vulnerable populations from the transfer of millions of dollars to the prison 
industrial complex. More information about Worth Rises’s work and current 
initiatives can be found at worthrises.org.  
 
     As part of our mandate to bring awareness of these critical issues to the general 
public, Worth Rises is proud to introduce Capitalizing on Justice, featuring the works of 
incarcerated artists from across the nation who have used their talents to express the 
ways they and their loved ones have been commodified. We know that there is no more 
qualified a group to expose this reality and that art is a powerful medium for social 
change, reaching a broader audience and expressing what words often cannot. In doing 
so, we also hope to engage the art world in the fight against the prison industrial 
complex.  
 
     Spanning a variety of genres and styles, the works in this exhibition were made using 
limited resources: state-issued materials, prison contraband, and yard scraps. They 
were shipped in makeshift envelopes and tattered boxes from as deep in our criminal 
legal system as Arkansas’ death row, and come together to make a strong statement 
against the prison industrial complex. Importantly, thanks to funding support, the 
incarcerated artists whose works are showcased in this exhibit have received financial 
awards in compensation for their labor. Some of their work can be seen on Worth Rises’ 
website at https://worthrises.org/capitalizingonjustice. 
      
 
 



      After Capitalizing on Justice’s successful launch exhibition in downtown New York 
and subsequently at the prestigious Gallatin Galleries at New York University, Worth 
Rises is proud to bring the exhibit to Asheville, North Carolina.  With the generous 
cooperation of MAP/Revolve, Capitalizing on Justice will establish residency at Ramp 
Gallery starting in June through August.  During this time, Worth Rises will hold a 
number of events focusing on the economic exploitation of vulnerable populations due to 
mass incarceration.  The exhibit will also serve as a backdrop for other criminal justice 
focused events over the course of its residency. 
 
     Additional information about Worth Rises and Capitalizing on Justice, along with 
special pre-opening viewings of the exhibit will be made available to local and national 
media.  Please contact Colby Caldwell at revolveavl@gmail.com, Ron Torok at Worth 
Rises (board member) at ronaldtorok@gmail.com, or Dana Rasso at 
media@worthrises.org to learn more about this important exhibition. 
 
 
 
About MAP/REVOLVE 
The MAP is driven by the belief that digital media, new media, performance and 
interdisciplinary arts are integral to the cultural vitality of Western North Carolina. Through 
educational programming, artist opportunities and grants, The MAP inspires new ways of 
experiencing contemporary ideas and expression. 
 
More information about REVOLVE can be found at http://www.revolveavl.org/  
 
Location: REVOLVE at RAMP SOUTH Studio - 821 Riverside Dr. #179 Asheville, NC 28801 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
	  	  
                                                 The Money Machine, Kevin Marinelli (b. 1972) 
                                                                                    Waynesburg, PA 

   Facility:  State Correctional Institution – Greene, PA 
   Sentence:  Death 
   Time Served:  24 years 

 

                                                                                                         


